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Kevin O’Brien Studio Chosen to Represent High Point in Market Promotion

What does it take to get noticed at the world’s greatest furniture exhibition?  You’ve got to be good, you’ve got to work 
hard, and you’ve got to have a product that no one else can make.  It also really helps if the High Point management decides 
to use your company in all its promotion as an example of the quality of design you can find at the market.  Yes, this year, 
Kevin O’Brien Studio is one of a handful of design companies chosen by High Point Market to represent the market on their 
website as well as in print advertisements. 

We are a textile company known for forging our own path in the marketplace, as well as a focus on manufacturing most 
of our products in our own Philadelphia facility.  The High Point management recognizes that original design is what will 
drive excitement in the market, from the wholesale buyers and the designers on down to the consumer.  This is what creates 
not only a desire to buy, but also the permission to treat oneself.  Companies that are consistently on trend or ahead of it are 
why High Point remains relevant and are needed to keep America’s furnishing industry strong.  We are very proud to be 
representing the market this year. 

Be sure to check out Kevin’s interview on the High Point website (http://www.highpointmarket.org/KevinOBrien) and visit 
our showroom, Suites At Market Square - G-7046 Salon.  Attached is the ad that High Point Market is running in most of the 
industry press.  Also attached is the ad that Kevin O’Brien Studio has placed in two of the market publications.

For more information, please contact Christina Heppard
Kevin O’Brien Studio / 1412 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146 / christina@kevinobrienstudio.com / 215-923-6378


